
Year 4 23.3.2020 Weekly Home Tasks 
 
 

Ongoing 
Practice 
 
 

● Bug club - Please complete 2 books and the tasks  
● Doddle English - Continue to calibrate until you are in the green zone 
● Doodle Math - continue to calibrate until you are in the green zone 
● Times tables Rockstar - complete 5 games in Garage.   

Maths Focus area 1. Review 
Small steps  
Adding & Subtracting More 
Written Methods  
 
Focus on and recap your 
learning adding and 
subtracting 2 four digit 
numbers.  
 

Input  
Mymaths - https://app.mymaths.co.uk/1716-
lesson/more-written-methods 
 
Work and read though the lesson on mymaths  
 
Task - complete mymaths homework activity.  

Focus area 2. New learning 
Small step 
Adding & Subtracting 
Fractions  
 
Review adding and subtracting 
fractions and understand using 
bar models where possible 
how to convert fractions so that 
you can then subtract them 
from whole amounts.  
 

Input 
Mymaths - 
https://app.mymaths.co.uk/myportal/library/11/11
4/1224#collapse17.  
 
Work and read though the White Rose PPT on 
Subtract Whole Amounts.  
 
Task - complete mymaths homework activity.   

English Writing focus 
LI:To analyse and understand 
the term ‘dilemma’. 
Dilemmas  
 

Input  Watch the film  1 man 1 Band and 
answer the 4 questions on google docs. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=454nNoD6-TI 
 
Task Write a diary entry from the girl’s point of 
view from the film - complete in google docs. 

Other Topic 
LI: to research and create a 
leaflet about Antarctica. 
LI: to use ICT to create a 
presentation about a significant 
person.  
 
Read the document and then 
complete the tasks.  
Remember to submit what you 
have completed.   

Input discuss with a parent what you know about 
Antarctica  
 
Task create a presentation about Where in the 
World is Antarctica.   
 
Task 2 - make a presentation using Google 
Slides about E Shackleton.  Remember to 
submit your work.  



 
Try to share your ideas as you 
work with your friends.  
 
Remember to include pictures, 
maps and writing in your own 
words.  Remember to turn it in 
when you have completed. 
 
 

Fun 
activities 
/ 
wellbein
g 

● This week go to link below and keep fit to your name  
https://popculture.com/lifestyle/2018/05/17/spell-your-name-do-the-workout/ 

● Make a collage of an animal you’d find in Antarctica.  Have a look onlive for 
some ideas.  When you have made it, ask an adult to take a picture of it.  

● https://family.gonoodle.com/ keep moving to one of these great videos.  
 
 
 
 

 


